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 A research journal of an institution is a mirror which reflects its mission, vision, outlook and light-bearing position in the field of knowledge creation, dissemination and management. Being a training and research organ of the Bank, AIBTRI feels it necessary to publish a journal encompassing the cutting-edge research papers on Islamic banking and finance, different policy prescriptions in the form of circulars, circular letters, guidelines etc. issued by the Central Bank, Bank’s own directives and policy decisions, details of the Bank’s different Islamic financial products and services for enriching the knowledge-base of the employees of the Bank as well as for awakening the different stakeholders of the Bank from depositors to investment partners/clients.  The current developments in the areas of Islamic financial products and services around the world, their thoughts and research outcomes may enrich our employees through publication of the journal. The opinions, thoughts and policy prescriptions expressed in the journal may help the readers/officers of the Bank to understand the dynamics of the Islamic financial sector as well as the stand of Al-Arafah Islami Bank. It may also create a channel of communication about the ongoing changes directed to achieve the Maqasid al-Shari’ah by the Bank and may give signal to the all types of stakeholders about the commitment of the Bank adhering to full compliance of Shari’ah in its all activities thus increasing the reputational base of the Bank.   Thoughts on Islamic Banking and Finance is a half-yearly peer reviewed open-ended journal of Al-Arafah Islami Bank Training & Research Institute devoted to the critical analysis on the operational issues of Islamic banking system in Bangladesh as well as in the overseas countries. The journal publishes original empirical, methodological, policy and theoretical papers, contemporary and historical case studies, conference reports, and book reviews that address the topical issues of the Islamic economic, finance and banking areas. The journal seeks to serve as a flagship publication of the Bank covering more areas in Islamic banking and finance. Alongwith the research papers on inclusive and sustainable Islamic finance, the journal may also focus on publication of articles on Islamic strategy for poverty alleviation, CMSME, micro-investment, retail banking products and agricultural sector issues. Apart from that it is expected that the officers of the Bank may take the opportunity to explore their brilliance and contribute to the journal regularly.   It is hoped that ‘Thoughts on Islamic Banking and Finance’ may be a platform for publishing divergent intuitive thoughts of the brilliant officers of the Bank to guide and augment the future pragmatic programs of the Bank in different areas of investment. To cope with the rapidly changing dynamism of the world Islamic financial architecture based on CBDC, Fintech, Regtech, 
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Crypto-currency and block-chain technologies and to meet the demand of the time, the scholars of Islamic finance field both at home and abroad, we hope would come forward to analyse the recent dynamism and disseminate their thoughts and prescriptions through this journal so that the AIBL management may get proper insights for making timely decisions.  Language of Publication: English   Publication Frequency:   The journal will be published biannually in June and December (2 issues per year). The 1st issue of Journal is expected to be published by June 2023.  Important Guidelines on Journal Preparation and Publication  Duties of Authors  a. Responsible for ensuring only new and original work is submitted. b. Must not reproduce work that has been previously published in other journals. c. Must not submit any articles that are being reviewed or considered by TIBF to other journals simultaneously. d. Only publish their work elsewhere after receiving a formal rejection from TIBF or if their request for withdrawal is officially accepted by the journal. e. Inform the Chief Editor of any inaccuracy of data in their published work so that correction or retraction of article can be done. f. Should make significant contributions and be held accountable for any shortcomings in their works.   Duties of Reviewers  a. Must disclose any competing interest before agreeing to review a submission. b. May decline to review any submission due to a conflict of interest or inadequate knowledge. c. Review all submissions objectively, fairly, and professionally. d. Reveal any ethical misconduct encountered while reviewing to the Chief Editor for further action. e. To ensure the originality of a submission and be alert to any plagiarism and redundant publication. f. Do not disclose the content of the submission without permission. g. Adhere to the duration specified for the review process. Request for extension to review is at the discretion of the Chief Editor.   Duties of Chief Editor  a. Evaluate manuscripts fairly and solely on their intellectual merit. b. Ensure confidentiality of manuscripts and not disclose any information regarding manuscripts to anyone other than the people involved in the publishing process. c. Responsible for deciding when and which articles are to be published. 
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d. Provide clear instructions to potential contributors to the submission process and what is expected of the authors. e. Ensure appropriate reviewers are selected/ identified for the reviewing process.   Reporting  Authors should state their results clearly, honestly, and without fabrication, falsification, or inappropriate data manipulation. The methods used in the work should be clearly and unambiguously described so that the findings can be repeated and confirmed by other researchers.   Conflicts of Interest  A statement on conflict of interest must be included in the manuscript if authors receive any support that might be construed to influence the results or interpretation of their manuscript. All sources of financial support for the project should be disclosed.  Authorship and Collaboration  Name of authors listed in a manuscript should represent only those who have made significant contributions to the publication. Others who have participated in certain substantive aspects of the work must be acknowledged or listed as contributors. It is the duty of the corresponding author to ensure only those who have significantly contributed to the manuscript be included as authors.    Author Guidelines  Author can refer to the latest published articles of Thoughts on Islamic Banking and Finance (TIBF) to follow its format. In general, the following is the paper format for the journal.  Name of the Author and Affiliation   Name of the Author and Affiliation must not appear on the paper. They should use separate sheet for their detailed description with short CVs.  Peer Review Process  A manuscript undergoes a double-blind review process with reviews managed by the Editorial team. Authors are required to send revised versions and reply to the reviewers' comments. The final decision of the manuscript is subject to the Chief Editor's decision after the reviewing process.  Page Layout Paper   : Custom Size (Width: 19.21 cm and Height: 26.21 cm) Top      : 2.25 cm Left      : 1.8 cm Bottom: 1.0 cm Right    : 1.87 cm 
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Title:  Font     : Times New Roman, size: 16  Author’s Name & Affiliation  Font for Author’s Name          : Times New Roman, size: 12 Font for Author’s Affiliation   : Times New Roman, size: 8  Abstract  An abstract of not more than 250 words Font     : Times New Roman, size: 10  Keywords (Italic): Font : Times New Roman, size: 8  Body Text  Manuscripts must be typed with a single spacing throughout. Font                : Times New Roman, size: 10 Equation          : Use Microsoft Equation 3.0 or above  Table  Placement of Table      : Centre Title of the Table          : Above the Table, Centre Font for the Title          : Times New Roman, size 8     Figure  Placement of Figure     : Centre Title of the Figure        : Below the Figure, Centre Font for the Title          : Times New Roman, size 8     Any word or words to be abbreviated should be written in full when first mentioned followed by the abbreviation in parentheses.  References  The referencing style of the manuscript should strictly follow the style adopted by the journal (based on APA - American Psychological Association style).  The list should be in alphabetical order. Author(s) are to ensure submission of manuscript in according to the format specified.  Journal Article  Sonko, M. (2020). Customers’ perceptions on Islamic banking: A case study in the Gambia. Journal of Islamic Finance, 9(1), 13–23. Antova, I., & Tayachi, T. (2020). Managing crypto-pegged exchange rates risks in Islamic banks in the era of digitalization economy and tokenization. Journal of Islamic Finance, 9(1), 13–23.  
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Chapter in Book  Ginting, L.M., & Redzuan, N.H. (2020). A study on the influence of Islamic financial literacy in managing cash and debt among millennial in Indonesia. In Kassim, S., Anwar Othman, A.H., & Haron, R. (Eds.). Handbook of research on Islamic social finance and economic recovery after a global health crisis (pp. 1-20). Pennsylvania: IGI Global.  Book  Oseni, U.A., Hassan M.K., & Hassan, R. (2019). Emerging Issues in Islamic finance law and practice in Malaysia. Bingley, UK: Emerald Publishing Limited.  Working Paper  Ismail, A.G., Zaenal, M.H., & Taufiq, U. (2016). Can Islamic philanthropy increase financial inclusion? (IRTI Working Paper 1437-02). Jeddah: Islamic Research and Training Institute.  Website  Gold Banking – A Game Changer for Islamic Finance. (2020). Islamic Finance. Retrieved May 6, 2019, from https://www.islamicfinance.com/2020/08/gold-banking-game-changer-islamic-finance/  Copyright Notice: Consent to publish: The Author(s) agree to publish their articles with TIBF.  Declaration:   The Author(s) declare that the article has not been published before in any form and that it is not concurrently submitted to another publication, and also that it does not infringe on anyone's copyright. The Author(s) declare that the AIBTRI and Editors of the journal harmless against all copyright claims.  Transfer of copyright:   The Author(s) hereby agree to transfer the copyright of the article to AIBTRI, which shall have the non-exclusive and unlimited right to publish the article in any form, including in electronic media.  For the article with more than one author, the corresponding author confirms that he/she is authorized by his/her co-author(s) to grant this transfer of copyright.  Open Access Policy  The Journal ‘Thoughts on Islamic Banking and Finance’ follows the open access policy. All articles published will be immediately and permanently free for everyone to read, download, copy and distribute.     
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Disclaimer  Opinions expressed in articles and creative pieces published in this Journal are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editors, the editorial board, Chief Editor or the AIBTRI or the Bank.  Ethical Statement  The Journal ‘Thoughts on Islamic Banking and Finance’ is highly committed to upholding ethics in publication and quality of articles. The journal strives to abide by the Code of Conduct as defined by the Committee of Publication Ethics (COPE). Conformance to standards of ethical behaviour is therefore expected of all parties involved: Authors, Editors and Reviewers.  Privacy Statement  The names and email addresses entered in this journal site will be used exclusively for the stated purposes of this journal and will not be made available for any other purpose or to any other party.  Plagiarism Issues  The manuscript must represent the original work by the author(s) and has not been published or being considered elsewhere at the time of submission.  All submissions to the journal will be screened using latest plagiarism detection software and must not score higher than 23% similarity for the reviewing process.  Reference from other publications must be appropriately cited or quoted. None of the material should be covered by any copyright; if copyrighted material exceeding approximately 100 words from a journal article or approximately 500 words from a book is used, the author has to obtain written permission for its use. The work should not infringe any intellectual property rights/secrecy laws of any person/organization/government/public or private agency, nor should it contain any defamatory matter.  AIBTRI journal management committee does not bear any responsibility for verifying copyright permissions provided by the authors. Any breach of copyright laws will result in retraction of the published manuscript as well as reporting to relevant authorities in the authors' institutions.  Submission of Manuscripts:    Authors should submit manuscripts of papers, ‘Book Reviews’ or ‘Case Studies’ to the following postal and e-mail address:   Chief Editor Thoughts on Islamic Banking and Finance  Al-Arafah Islami Bank Training & Research Institute 59/2 Purana Paltan  Surma Tower Level-14 Dhaka-1000 Bangladesh e-mail: aibtri@aibl.com.bd  
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The suggested subject areas of Articles:  The half-yearly research Journal on Thoughts on Islamic Banking and Finance (TBIF) of Al-Arafah Islami Bank Limited is a peer-reviewed refereed journal that is published by the Al-Arafah Islami Bank Training & Research Institute on half-yearly basis. The journal aims to publish papers that provide current issues within Islamic Banking and Islamic Finance areas in Asia, including Central Asia, East Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia, and other regions of the globe. The subject areas of research articles include, but are not limited to the following fields:  1. A Design for Islamic Banking Rating System: An Integrated Approach 2. Accounting framework for Islamic Banking and Finance 3. Application of Maqasid al-Shari’ah in Islamic Banking for ensuring public welfare 4. Application of PLS mechanism in Islamic Banks: problems & future directions 5. Applying AAOIFI Standards in the Islamic Banking Sector 6. Bank-wise and country-wise performance evaluation of Islamic banks 7. Basic Models of Islamic Funds: Open-ended, Close-ended and Exchange traded fund (ETF)  8. Challenges and Opportunities for Digital Finance and Financial Inclusion: Effects on Riba 9. CMSME financing under Islamic banking framework 10. Compare the customer deposits mobilization between Islamic and conventional bank 11. Compliance with Basel-III requirements for Islamic banks: Issues and Realities 12. Comprehensive human development in Islamic finance: strategies and policies 13. Concept , Structure and Mechanism of Takaful Models based on Mudaraba and Wakalah  14. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Bai-Murabaha contract in Islamic banking 15. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Mudaraba contract in Islamic banking 16. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Musharaka contract in Islamic banking 17. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of diminishing Musharaka contract in Islamic banking 18. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Ijarah al-mausufal Fi al-Dhimma contract in Islamic banking 19. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Hire Purchase under Shirkatul Melk (HPSM) contract in Islamic banking 20. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Bai-Salam contract in Islamic banking 21. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Bai-Istisna’a contract in Islamic banking 22. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Wakalah contract in Islamic banking 23. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Hawalah contract in Islamic banking 24. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Joalah contract in Islamic banking 25. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Kafalah contract in Islamic banking 26. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Wadiah contract in Islamic banking 
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27. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Islamic Retail products for home finance, vehicle finance and personal finance 28. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Ujrah-based Credit Card in Islamic banking 29. Concept,  important principles, structure and application modalities of Tawarruq-based Credit Card in Islamic banking 30. Concept, important principles, structure and application modalities of Islamic Bank Guarantee 31. Concept, important principles, structure and mechanism of Islamic Treasury Products 32. Concept, important principles, structure and mechanism of Islamic Profit Rate Swap 33. Concept, important principles, structure and mechanism of Murabaha-Tawarruq based Currency Swap 34. Concept, important principles, structure and mechanism of Syndication based on Ijarah 35. Concept, important principles, structure and mechanism of Syndication based on Murabaha 36. Concept, important principles, structure and mechanism of Waad based Currency Swap 37. Concept, important principles, structure and mechanism of Working Capital Finance based on commodity Murabaha in Islamic banking 38. Concept, important principles, underlying structure and Key features of Sukuk al- Musharaka  39. Concept, important principles, underlying structure and Key features of Sukuk al- Mudaraba  40. Concept, important principles, underlying structure and Key features of Sukuk al- Salam  41. Concept, important principles, underlying structure and Key features of Sukuk al- Istisna’a  42. Concept, important principles, underlying structure and Key features of Sukuk al-Ijarah  43. Concept, important principles, underlying structure and Key features of Sukuk al- Wakalah 44. Concept, important principles, underlying structure and Key features of Sukuk al-Muzaraa 45. Concept, important principles, underlying structure and Key features of Sukuk al-Musaqah 46. Concept, important principles, underlying structure and Key features of Sukuk al-Mugharasa 47. Consumer behavior in using Islamic credit cards 48. Contribution of Islamic banking for financial stability  49. Contributions made by the four generations of Islamic economists in various fields of Shari’ah, banking and finance 50. Corporate Governance Framework under Islamic banking  51. Corporate governance, accounting and Risk management in Islamic banking 52. Corporate social responsibility in Bangladesh: Current practices, outlook, and challenges for Islamic banks. 53. Corporate Social Responsibility of Islamic Banks 54. Corporate Structure of Islamic bank compared with the conventional bank 55. Credit/Investment Risk Management in Islamic and Conventional Banks: An Analysis 56. Critical Overview of the History of Islamic banking thought 57. Critical Overview of the History of Islamic Economic thought 58. Customer perception of Islamic banking windows in Conventional Banks 59. Customer relationship in Islamic banks 60. Derivatives instruments used in Islamic Finance 61. Development of Islamic Money and capital markets in Bangladesh 62. Digital assets and deposit-taking, payments and savings 63. Distributional Equity in Islam 64. Empowerment of women and their participation in entrepreneurship development 65. Enhancement of Access to Finance: Role of Islamic Banks 66. Ethics and morality in Islamic economics and finance 
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67. Financial literacy and awareness program modalities in Islamic finance 68. Fiscal policy in an Islamic economy 69. Functions of credit rating agencies in the Islamic finance industry 70. How Islamic banks can help Economic Development 71. How Islamic economic models contribute to increase productivity level 72. How Islamic economic system can reduce the unemployment 73. How Islamic economy can reduce the inflation 74. How to control Inflation in an Islamic economy 75. Ideal Structure for the goal oriented Islamic Banking to achieve its real objective 76. Implementation of corporate social responsibility (csr) through waqf. 77. Importance of Islamic Finance in the international financial services industry 78. Improvement in Shari’ah regulations for the significant development of Islamic Banking for the achievement of real objectives 79. Inclusive and sustainable development under Islamic economic system 80. Inclusive economic development and Role of the Islamic Banks 81. Interbank transaction of Islamic banks - current system and new proposals 82. International trade under Islamic economic model 83. Investigating the CSR activities in Islamic Banks 84. Investigating the Customer Relationship Management in Islamic banks 85. Investment in human capital and the challenges of human capital flight 86. Islamic bank and corporate social responsibility 87. Islamic banking and poverty alleviation 88. Islamic banking system: concept and operational methodology 89. Islamic Banking techniques and their conformity with the Islamic Shari’ah 90. Islamic banking windows of conventional banks  91. Islamic Banking: Theory and Practice 92. Islamic Banks performance measurement 93. Islamic finance and economic growth 94. Islamic finance view of the global financial crisis  95. Islamic Finance: As an alternative social responsible and ethical investing 96. Islamic Financial engineering: Innovative products and services  97. Islamic financial industry: its determinants, challenges, and opportunities 98. Islamic Financial Instruments used by the Islamic banks 99. Islamic Financial products and services: introduced by the Islamic banks around the world 100. Islamic Financial Risk Management 101. Islamic Financial securitization: Prospects and challenges 102. Islamic Insurance mechanism 103. Islamic micro-investment: Role of ARDP Model of AIBL 104. Islamic monetary and fiscal policies. 105. Islamic Mutual Funds 106. Islamic project financing: Challenges and prospects 107. Islamic Social Finance Models 108. Islamic Social Safety Nets for Poverty Alleviation in Bangladesh 109. Islamisation of Knowledge In Islamic banking and finance in Bangladesh perspective 110. Knowledge economy and its relationship to inclusive economic growth 111. Knowledge Management in Islamic banks 112. Legal and ethical issues in Islamic banking 113. Legal Framework for Islamic banking in Bangladesh 
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114. Liquidity problems in Islamic banks and Islamic securitization 115. Liquidity Risk Management in Islamic and Conventional Banks: an analysis 116. Lunching new Islamic financial products to providing financing opportunities to the unbanked population of the country through Islamic Banking sector 117. Management of individual bank run and systemic risk 118. Operational risks associated with block-chain, bitcoin and crypto currencies 119. Measuring the effect of NPIs in Islamic Banking 120. Measuring the overall performance of Islamic Banks 121. Measuring the productivity of Islamic banks 122. Micro financing in Islamic finance industry: country developments. 123. Micro-financial Services and Poverty Alleviation in Bangladesh: A critical review 124. Modalities of Islamic Financial Literacy Programs 125. Monetary policy under dual banking system 126. Murabaha Financing vs. Conventional leasing: cash flow and risk analysis 127. Necessary Legal Reform to Create Legal Basis for Effective Islamic Asset Securitization 128. New Islamic Financial Instruments development 129. On the Sustainable Development Goals and the Role of Islamic Finance 130. Operational Challenges faced by the Islamic banks under dual banking system 131. Operational Risk Management in Islamic Banks 132. Performance and Efficiency of Islamic Banks and Takaful 133. Performance evaluation of non-bank Islamic financial institutions 134. Performance Measurement and Profitability of Islamic Banks 135. Poverty alleviation programs in Islamic economy 136. Public Budgeting, Capital Accumulation and Economic Growth in Islamic Framework 137. Relationship between central bank and Islamic banks 138. Resilience of Islamic financial services industry 139. Retail Islamic banking products 140. Risk mechanism in Islamic financing. How to get back to Profit and Loss sharing? 141. Role and functions of international Islamic financial standard setter bodies  142. Role and functions of Shari’ah Supervisory Councils of Islamic banks 143. Role and responsibilities of Shari'ah Auditors in Islamic banks 144. Role of Awqaf, Sadaqah, Hisbah, Bait ul-Mal in an Islamic economy 145. Role of Islamic principles in the exchange rate mechanism 146. Role of Ushar Management and rural poverty alleviation 147. Service Quality Measurement in Islamic Banks 148.Shari’ah Alternatives to Government Treasury Bills and Bonds 149. Shari’ah Screening Methodology for Islamic investment funds 150. Sovereign wealth funds and their potential role in the development of Islamic economy 151. Stress testing techniques and liquidity profile for the products of Islamic CMSMEs 152. Sukuk: An innovative Islamic Banks liquidity management instrument 153. The challenges of authenticity of financial product development in Islamic setting 154. The effects of competition on the development of Islamic finance industry 155. The function of commercial banking: Compared with the Islamic and conventional banks 156. The Impact of Covid-19 on Islamic Economics and Finance Industry 157. The impact of the global financial crisis on Islamic finance, and the lessons to be learnt 158. The Need for Development of efficient Human capital for the Islamic Banking 159. The need for entrepreneurship development in Islamic banking. 160. The products and instruments in Islamic capital market 
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161. The products and instruments in Islamic money market 162. The Relevance of the Ottoman Cash Waqfs (Awqaf Al-Naqud) for Modern Islamic banking 163. The role of Alternate Dispute Resolution in Islamic cross border transactions 164. The Role of Artificial Intelligence and Alternative Data in Financial Inclusion 165. The Role of Islamic Banks in Economic Growth: The Case of Bangladesh 166. The role of legal regulations in smooth functioning of Islamic Banking in Bangladesh 167. The Role of Zakat as a Poverty Alleviation tool for Sustainable Development 168. The sources and uses of funds in Islamic banks 169. The use of Islamic banking and finance to remove barriers of access to financing. 170. Time value of Money from Islamic economic perspectives 171. Transparency in governance of Islamic financial institutions 172. Types of Islamic financial Contracts and their application in Islamic banking 173. Use of social instruments of Islamic finance to help the MSMEs in Post-COVID-19 174.  Zakat and Awqaf based fiscal policy: Concept and management procedure 175.  Zakat management institutions in Bangladesh: roles & effectiveness 


